HERMANUS - SHARK CAGE DIVING, DINING AND WHALE WATCHING
1 DAY
Get close to nature after your adrenalin pumping shark encounter!
After a scenic drive and a briefing about sharks and conservation, the cages is lowered…
This eye-to-eye encounter with a Great White Shark is an adrenalin surging experience!
Come face to face with these magnificent ocean predators. With a new take on life,
enjoy an afternoon of culinary indulgence whilst savouring the beauty of nature.

HIGHLIGHTS







Suggested itinerary
Time
06h00-06h15

Activity
Pick-up at the doorstep of your hotel

Duration
00:15

06h15-08h00

Drive to Hermanus/Kleinbaai/Die Kelders

01:45

08h00-08h30

Breakfast on arrival

00:30

08h30-09h00

Conservation briefing and boarding

00:15

09h00-12h00

Shark Cage Diving

03:00

12h00-12h45

Hot soup, scones and a shower

00:45

13h00-13h20

Drive to The Caverns (Die Kelders)

00:20

13h30-15h00

Lunch - on a terrace overlooking Walker Bay with Whale viewing or 01:30
a visit to the Hemel en Aarde Wine Route in Hermanus
Return to Cape Town with a scenic drive along False Bay Coastline 02:00

15h30-17h30

Shark Cage Diving - Being lowered down into the water in the cage with the sharks
swimming around is one of the most breath-taking experiences you will ever live to
remember. The sharks are very curious and may come close-up to the cage, taking a
closer look at the diver and may occasionally brush their tail against the cage, but they
will never attack the cage.

Scenic drive along False Bay
Hermanus - holiday village
Shark Cage Diving
Enjoy Lunch overlooking the Whales
frolicking close-by
Wine/chocolate pairing as desert
Wine tasting and cellar tour

Includes
 Pickup and return to agreed destination
at your convenience anywhere in Cape
Town
 Transport takes place in a comfortable
air-conditioned station wagon.
 Guide/vehicle/petrol/toll roads
 Water on board vehicle at all times
Excludes
 Meals
 Drinks
 Entrance fees and activities

De Kelders is superbly situated on the
seafront. Unmatched tranquillity provides
the visitor with excellent land-based whale
-watching. One could also opt for a picnic
on the beach or cliffs of De Kelders.

Hermanus Whales
Walker Bay is the breeding ground of the Southern Right Whale, returning each year to
meet with the same mate. The whale ‘crier’ sounds his kelp horn to announce where
whales have been sighted. The whales can be seen from the cliffs in the town centre as
early as June and usually depart in early December.
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